
This building
 (The Headquarters of the Internal Revenue Service)

is part of a
crime against humanity.
N   The IRS has collected over $500 billion and funneled it to the Pentagon for the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, and continues to collect over $700 million a day . . . most of it from U.S. taxpayers.  

N   This money has resulted in the deaths of over 4,000 Americans and tens of thousands have been 
permanently injured

N   Hundreds of thousands of Iraqis and Afghanis have perished, and many times more have been 
wounded or displaced.

The American people need funding for healthcare, housing, education, and jobs that pay a living wage.

Just as military recruiters supply the bodies for the war, the IRS delivers the funding. Part of the  
responsibility rests with taxpayers who are against the war and continue to pay for it.

PROTEST this crime by:
n  joining our demonstration
n  pressuring Congress and candidates to cut off funds
n  demanding an end to corporate war profits.
n   refusing to pay some or all of your income taxes (see wartaxboycott.org) and 

redirecting that money to peace.
Five years of a war built on lies is 5 years too many. More than 6 years of war on terror has led to more 
acts of terror worldwide. 

IRS: Do not give our hard-earned money to the crime of war.  
Deliver our dollars to help people not kill them.

CO-SPONSORS: 
United for Peace and Justice, Code Pink, Ground Zero for Peace, 
Brooklyn for Peace, Green Party of Brooklyn, Park Slope Greens, Witness Against Torture, 
National War Tax Resistance Coordinating Committee, Movement for a Democratic Society (MDS Staten Island, 
Jacksonville MDS, MDS Austin, Central Florida MDS, SF Bay Area chapters), Kairos, Raging Grannies/NYC, Granny Peace 
Brigade/NYC, Mouths Wide Open, ART, Artists Against the War, The Critical Voice, New York Collective of Radical Educators, 
Socialist Party USA (New York City), Jonah House, Ya-Ya Network
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